Study Design. A prospective, time series design. Objective. The purpose of this study is two-fold: firstly, to investigate the impact of altered cervical alignment and range of motion (ROM) on patients' self-reported outcomes after anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF), and secondly, to comparatively differentiate the influence of single-and two-level ACDF on the cervical ROM and adjacent segmental kinematics up to 12-month postoperatively. Summary of Background Data. ACDF is one of the most commonly employed surgical interventions to treat degenerative disc disease. However, there are limited in vivo data on the impact of ACDF on the cervical kinematics and its association with patient-reported clinical outcomes. Methods. Sixty-two patients (36 males; 55.63 AE 11.6 yrs) undergoing either a single-or consecutive two-level ACDF were recruited. The clinical outcomes were assessed with the Pain Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and the Neck Disability Index (NDI). Radiological results included cervical lordosis, global C2-C7 ROM, ROM of the Functional Spinal Unit (FSU), and its adjacent segments. The outcome measures were collected preoperatively and then at 3, 6, and 12-month postoperatively. Results. A significant reduction of both VAS and NDI was found for both groups from the preoperative to 3-month period (P < 0.01). Pearson correlation revealed no significant correlation between global ROM with neither VAS (P ¼ 0.667) nor NDI (P ¼ 0.531). A significant reduction of global ROM was identified for the two-level ACDF group at 12 months (P ¼ 0.017) but not for the single-level group. A significant interaction effect was identified for the upper adjacent segment ROM (P ¼ 0.024) but not at the lower adjacent segment. Conclusion. Current study utilized dynamic radiographs to comparatively evaluate the biomechanical impact of single-and two-level ACDF. The results highlighted that the two-level group demonstrated a greater reduction of global ROM coupled with an increased upper adjacent segmental compensatory motions that is independent of patient-perceived recovery.
A nterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) is a widely utilized surgical technique for the treatment of cervical myelopathy and radiculopathy resulting from degenerative disc disease. 1, 2 Despite the generally positive clinical outcomes after ACDF surgery, [3] [4] [5] [6] partial fusion of the cervical spine inevitably resulted in alternations to the physiological biomechanics of the cervical spine. [7] [8] [9] One of the most debated consequences is the development of over-compensatory motions at the adjacent levels to the fused segment/segments. 10, 11 Overwhelming in vitro biomechanical studies have demonstrated that the overcompensatory adjacent motions could potentially lead to the development of instability, increased intradiscal pressure, and reduction of disc nutrition at adjacent levels and eventually leading to the development of adjacent segment disease. [12] [13] [14] Moreover, inadequate cervical lordosis has also been suggested to be a significant negative contributor in the outcome of ACDF surgery. 15 Despite the available evidence, the exact kinematical impact of ACDF surgery remains inconclusive due to the lack of correlation between in vivo biomechanical data and clinical observations. [16] [17] [18] [19] Furthermore, the limited in vivo studies that have investigated the biomechanical impact of ACDF have mostly been conducted in patients with multilevel involvements 20, 21 and an in-depth comparative analysis specifically between single-and two-level ACDF is currently absent in the literature. Given the decision of operating on a single-or two-level is a common dilemma for spinal surgeons in clinical practice, there is certainly a need to further investigate the biomechanical impact such decision may constitute for the individual patients.
Although it might be logical to deduct that a change of cervical ROM will have various impact on the activities of daily living, the consequences of altered cervical ROM on patient-reported cervical spine function and disability after ACDF surgery have not received much attention in the literature. Given that the procedure of ACDF involves both neural decompression for symptom relief and vertebral fusion resulting in loss of motion, further research in this area to elucidate the likely role and the underlying relationship between ROM changes and patient-reported outcomes is well warranted. This is of particular clinical interest given that the restoration of ROM is often a highly prioritized postsurgical rehabilitation goal.
The purpose of the present study is therefore two-fold: firstly, to investigate the impact of altered cervical alignment and ROM on patients' self-reported pain and functional disability post-ACDF surgery, and secondly, to comparatively differentiate the influence of single-and two-level ACDF on the overall cervical ROM and adjacent segmental kinematics pre-operatively and at 3, 6, and 12-month postoperatively.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Group
Between July 2012 and August 2015, 62 patients (36 males, 26 females; mean age 55.63 AE 11.6 yrs) undergoing a single-or consecutive two-level ACDF at our institution's department of surgery were recruited for the study. Neural compression that correlated with appropriate level and indicative of myelopathy or radiculopathy was confirmed via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Patients were excluded from the study if isolated neck pain was the only complain without neurological signs, presented with peripheral neuropathy or other types of neurological or psychiatric disorders, and have received previous surgery on the cervical spine. The eligibility of the patients was assessed and determined by the same neurosurgeon.
A signed informed consent was obtained from all participants before their enrolment in the study and the study protocol was conducted in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki (Oct 2013) and approved by the ethics review committee of our institution.
Surgical Procedures
All of the ACDF procedures were carried out by the same experienced neurosurgeon and the decision on whether to perform a single or two-level ACDF was at the discretion of the surgeon in consultation with a radiologist. The single-or two-level ACDF was performed with polyetheretherketone (PEEK) Cervios cage/s (DePuy Synthes) filled with ?-tricalcium phosphate (chronOS; DePuy Synthes). Cervical plates were not used for all patients in our series. All patients followed the same clinical pathway and underwent the standard physiotherapy regimen postoperatively as per our institution's clinical guideline.
Assessment of Outcome
Patient-reported Clinical Outcomes
All patients completed the following questionnaires preoperatively and also at 3-, 6-, and 12-month follow-up assessments. The degree of axial neck pain was evaluated with a visual analogue scale (Pain VAS, 0-10) and the cervical spine function was evaluated with the Neck Disability Index (NDI). The Pain VAS and NDI are two of the most commonly cited measures for assessing self-rated pain and disability in patients with neck pain. 22, 23 All clinical outcome questionnaires were administered by the single blinded research assistant and without the presence of the treating surgeon.
Radiological Outcome
The radiologic evaluation of the cervical spine in the preand postoperative period included lateral radiographs in neutral, full active flexion, and extension in order to obtain a time series of cervical alignment and ROM change.
On the basis of the radiographic images, the measurements included the cervical lordosis in neutral and global ROM of C2-C7 using the Cobb method, with two tangential lines drawn along the inferior end plate of C2 and the inferior end plate of C7 vertebral body. Lordosis was expressed as a positive value and kyphosis was expressed as a negative value. ROM of the global cervical spine was determined as the difference between the lordotic and kyphotic angle measured at maximum flexion and extension. The ROM of the treated functional spinal unit (FSU) and its adjacent segments were also measured following a similar protocol. Representations of the measurements are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using PASW 22.0 software (IBM SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Statistical comparisons of continuous demographic and preoperative variables between the single-and two-level ACDF groups were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U test and Chi-square with the Fisher exact test used to compare gender proportion between groups. A mixed-design of 2 (surgical type: singleand two-level ACDF) x 4 (time: preoperative, 3-, 6-, and 12-month) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out to assess the effect of surgery on time-related change in cervical spine alignment and ROM, pain VAS, and NDI. When a statistically significant interaction was identified, a test for differences in the dependent variable between the two surgical types at each of the time points was then carried out using Mann-Whitney U test. Pearson correlation coefficient was also used to determine the relationship between cervical global ROM and clinical outcomes. A P value of <0.05 was considered to be significant.
RESULTS
Patient Demographics and Surgical Data
A total of 86 potential patients were screened for eligibility, and subsequently, 62 consecutive patients were recruited and completed the 12-month assessment. Of the 62 patients, 38 patients received single-level ACDF and 24 patients for two-level ACDF.
A summary of the demographics and the surgical details are presented in Table 1 . The mean ages of the patients in the single-and two-level groups were 53.4 AE 12.0 and 56.3 AE 10.4, years, respectively (P > 0.05). No significant differences were found for any of the demographic and preoperative measures between the two groups (P > 0. 13 ) and all patients demonstrated good position of the cage at 12 months without signs of subsidence, collapse, or migration in the follow-up radiographic examination.
Patient-reported Outcome
A summary of the VAS and NDI results is presented in Table  2 . For the mixed-design ANOVA, no significant time by surgical type interaction was identified (P > 0.44); however, a significant main effect for time (P < 0.03) but not surgical type (P > 0.37) was found for both pain VAS and NDI. Both groups demonstrated a significant reduction in pain VAS and NDI during the first 3 months (P ¼ 0.001) and such reduction remains unchanged up to 12 months. The changes of the clinical outcomes overtime are illustrated in Figure 2 and the mixed-design ANOVA results for pain VAS and NDI are summarized in Table 3 . Pearson correlation revealed no significant relationship between global ROM with pain VAS (P ¼ 0.667) and NDI (P ¼ 0.531).
Radiological Outcome
Means and standard deviation of the radiological measurements are presented in Table 4 with the results of the mixed- design ANOVA summarized in Table 5 . The line graphs showing the changes overtime are presented in Figure 3 .
Cervical Lordosis
Both groups demonstrated comparable cervical lordosis angle throughout the study period. Mixed-design ANOVA did not identify any significant interaction (P ¼ 0.623) and main effects (P > 0.333) for the measurement of cervical lordosis. Nevertheless, it was noted that a 25% (4.58) improvement in the lordoic angle was identified in the two-level group, whereas the lordosis of the single-level group remained more or less unchanged during the study period.
C2-C7 Global ROM
The mixed-design ANOVA found no significant interactions between time and surgical type, but a significant main effect for time (P ¼ 0.010) and surgical type (P ¼ 0.017) was identified. Both groups demonstrated a significant reduction in global ROM from the preoperative to 3-month period (P ¼ 0.013); however, single-level ACDF group regained most of the preoperative ROM by 6 months, whereas the two-level ACDF group demonstrated significantly reduced global ROM compared with preoperatively even at 12 months (P ¼ 0.017).
FSU ROM
No significant interactions were found for the mixed-design ANOVA (P ¼ 0.333) but a significant main effect for surgical type was found for the FSU ROM. Steeper decreases of ROM were observed for the single-level group (P ¼ 0.023), where a 58% reduction was achieved by 3 months but the same level of ROM reduction was only found at 6 months for the two-level ACDF group.
Adjacent Segment ROM A significant interaction between the surgical type and time was found for the upper adjacent segment ROM (P ¼ 0.024). Preoperatively, both groups demonstrated comparable amount of ROM; however, during the study period, patients undergone two-level ACDF showed a steady increase of ROM at the upper adjacent segment and was found to be significantly greater than the singlelevel ACDF group after 6 months. In contrast, no significant differences were found for the lower adjacent segment ROM for both within and between the groups (P > 0.56), with the ROM of the lower segment that remained relatively unchanged during the study period for both groups.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to have used dynamic radiographs to comparatively evaluate the impact of single-and two-level ACDF on global ROM and adjacent segmental kinematics as well as its association with patientreported pain and functional disability. The results of the current study indicated that in contrast to the generally accepted clinical deduction, global ROM does not exert a significant impact on patient-reported pain and functional capacity. Furthermore, patients undergone two-level ACDF demonstrated a gradual increase of upper adjacent segmental ROM over the study period and reached statistically significant difference compared with preoperative ROM at 12 months. In contrast, such phenomenon was not found in single-level ACDF patients. The essential purpose of the ACDF surgical intervention is decompressing the spine cord and other neural structures whilst maintaining the stability of the cervical spine. Consistent with other surgical series, the preoperative NDI and VAS scores in both groups demonstrated moderate preoperative pain and functional disability, but a significant improvement was achieved within first 3 months postoperatively for both groups. Interestingly, in our sample, the significant reduction of disability does not correlate with the measure of global ROM. In contrast to the observed positive association between patient-reported functional disability and measurable ROM in conservatively managed patients, 24 our results indicated that in surgical patients, pain levels are more strongly associated with the reported disability levels than the loss of ROM. In another word, patients tend to use their perceived pain levels instead of available ROM when attempting to determine their own functional disability levels. Such finding highlights the importance of adequate pain management postoperatively and pain-aggravating exercises or physical therapy techniques aiming to improve ROM may inadvertently have an adverse impact on patient-perceived functional disability and should be better respected by clinicians postoperatively.
In agreement with previous studies, 25, 26 patients undergone ACDF in the current study demonstrated a significant reduction of global ROM at 3 months. However, although the single-level ACDF group regained their global ROM by 6 months, patients undergone two-level ACDF still demonstrated a significant reduction in their global ROM at 12 months. This is in contrast with previous findings, which have reported a significant improvement in ROM following ACDF surgeries, even in those with multilevel fusions. 10, 11 One plausible explanation for the discrepancies may lie with the differences in the method of how the ROM was obtained. Results presented in the current study were based on radiographs measured through C2-C7, where the other studies have utilized external wearable devices such as a helmet and goniometers to obtain the global ROM. Such devices commonly include the ROM contributed from the upper cervical and cranial junction after surgery. Nevertheless, on the basis of the results of the current study and known in vitro data, ACDF surgery is likely to be associated with a reduction of global ROM, which is potentially correlated with the number of fused levels. It is now generally accepted that in a normal physiological pattern, intact adjacent segments will naturally compensate for the motion loss at the fused segment to maintain a similar ROM for daily activities. 27 In line with this proposal and based on in vitro biomechanical models, it would also be reasonable to deduct that as more levels are fused, more compensatory motion will result at the adjacent segment/ segments due to increase in the lever arm of the fused spinal unit. 13, 27, 28 Consistent with these studies, the current study identified a statistically significant increase in superior adjacent segment ROM in patients undergone two-level ACDF but not in those with a single-level ACDF. Moreover, this was the only outcome measure in the current study that was found to have a significant interaction between surgical type and time-related change. This is an important outcome and of significance to note, as this is the first in vivo study to have documented such subtle but potentially significant kinematical difference between single-and two-level ACDF at the upper adjacent segment. It is acknowledged that longer term follow-up will be required before more conclusive statement can be made regarding the contribution of increased adjacent segment motion to the development of adjacent segment disease; it is nevertheless an important point for the surgeons to consider when deciding on the level/levels required to perform the ACDF instrumentation.
In contrast to the over-compensatory ROM at the superior adjacent segment, current study did not identify a significant increase in the ROM of the inferior adjacent segment. Such finding is indicative of a greater motion compensation for the fused segment/segments at the superior adjacent segment. Albeit it is difficult to ascertain and compare the exact contribution from the superior and inferior adjacent segments, greater ROM in the sagittal plane do occur at C6-C7 than at C2-C3 and C3 to C4 in a normal spine. 29 On the basis of this, the greater ROM contributed by the inferior adjacent segment with the decreasing of pain level may be of a normal physiological nature and consistent with the employed surgical technique.
One notable limitation of this study is associated with the relatively short follow-up period of 12 months. It is acknowledged that such follow-up period is not adequate to establish a mechanism for the development of adjacent segment disease. However, it must be emphasized that it was not the intention of the authors to attempt to establish such a cause and effect relationship with the current study. Rather, given the lack of available data to date, authors intended to firstly determine the existence of any subtle kinematical differences between single-and two-level ACDF and its association with patient-reported outcomes. On the basis of the current findings, it is clear that a longer term follow-up to ascertain whether two-level ACDF is indeed at a greater risk of developing adjacent segment disease than single-level ACDF is needed and this work is currently ongoing.
This study extends our current knowledge base on how single-and two-level ACDF exerts different kinematical impact on the global and segmental ROM and its relationship with clinical outcomes. The results suggest that patients in both groups demonstrated significant reduction in the global ROM immediately postsurgery but only persisted in patients undergone two-level ACDF. Furthermore, patients undergone two-level ACDF also demonstrated a significant increase in compensatory upper adjacent segment ROM, which was not observed in those with single-level ACDF one year after surgery. Nevertheless, reduction of ROM does not appear to exert a significant impact on patient self-reported pain and functional disability and such findings further highlight the greater role of pain level over the mechanical limitations of ACDF on patients' own perceived recovery.
Key Points
Despite the overwhelming availability of in vitro biomechanical data, the exact impact of anterior cervical decompression and fusion (ACDF) on the segmental cervical kinematics and its association with patient-reported clinical outcomes remain unknown due to limited in vivo studies. The results suggest that patients undergone twolevel ACDF demonstrated a greater reduction of global ROM as well as increased compensatory motions at the upper adjacent segment. It is hypothesized that the level of perceived pain may have a more significant role than the mechanical limitations of ACDF on patients' selfreported clinical outcomes. Such findings further highlight the importance of pain management and avoidance of pain- 
